Introduction.
The object of this paper is to give another proof of the Milnor conjecture [2] : Theorem 1. The square of an oriented manifold is unoriented cobordant to a Spin manifold.
This result was proved by Anderson [l] . The proof given here is patterned directly on the method used by Wall [4] in the determination of the oriented cobordism ring. This method provides additional information, and the principal result will be: Theorem 2. Let S' denote the subset of H*(BO, Z2) consisting of all classes Wa+i. Let S be either 5'W{w2} or S'VJ {w\\. Let M be a manifold such that every Stiefel-Whitney number of M divisible by a class of 5 is zero. Then: By Wall [4] , keroVImdi is the Z2 polynomial algebra on the images of the cobordism classes of the complex projective spaces CP(2w), so ker 32/Im d2 is the Z2 polynomial algebra on the images Now let M be any manifold all of whose Stiefel-Whitney numbers divisible by elements of 5'V7 {w2\ are zero. Then the cobordism class a of M belongs to ker d2. Thus there is a polynomial P in the QP(2«) with cobordism class y for which a-7(Elm d2. Hence there is an SU manifold N such that M is cobordant to N-\-P, proving part (b) of Theorem 2.
Note. kerd2= {a2]a£ker ^XJ [s precisely the cobordism classes of squares of oriented manifolds.
